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In 2014, workers in 
Northern Ireland and 
across Europe faced an 

onslaught of attacks against our 
terms and conditions, pensions, pay 
and the very nature of “work” itself.  As 
international Governments, including 
the Stormont Executive, attempted 
to tighten the noose around the 
necks of workers in the name of so-
called austerity, NIPSA Youth was 
proud to play its part in defending 
what is right, fair and economically 
sound.  As homophobia and religious 
doctrine were allowed a voice at the 
legislative table, we resisted in the 
name of equality for every member 
of our society. We stood on the steps 
of Parliament buildings, shoulder 
to shoulder with colleagues from 
across the public service, in protest 
at pension reforms. We marched on 
the streets of Belfast alongside our 
friends and neighbours to show our 
outrage at racist attacks. We joined 
community organisations across 
Northern Ireland to demand that 
Exploris be saved. 

NIPSA Youth are ready to step up 
the fight in 2015.  Following the 
overwhelming show of support for 
the successful strike on March 13 
and a pledge by union leaders for a 
continued campaign of action, NIPSA 
Youth is determined that the voice of 
young workers will be united, strong 
and defiant.  We cannot be ignored.  
We will not be forgotten.  Our very 
future is at stake and we are prepared 
to fight for it.    

“When young people decide to 
take action, they can make what’s 

seemingly impossible possible.”
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Gráinne McGinley 

NIPSA Youth Chairperson, Gráinne McGinley, was delighted 
to attend the NIPSA Retired Members Group AGM in 
January 2014.  What better way to start the year than with 
an acknowledgement that the NIPSA family spans the 
generations and is all-encompassing.  
The Retired Members Group is a thriving and vital group 
within NIPSA, providing a wealth of knowledge and 
experience that can inform and inspire all our members.  The 
group is extremely busy, dealing with challenging issues 
such as fuel poverty, fear of crime, access to health and social 
care services, age discrimination, public transport issues, an 
active ageing strategy and many, many more.  At the AGM, 
guests and members heard how the group has forged strong 
links with projects and organisations such as the Pensioners’ 
Parliament, the Feel Safe Project, Age Sector Platform and the 
Hands Off campaign.  
The growing membership of the Retired Members Group and 
its well-attended meetings are testament to the enduring 
power of collectivism and indicative of trade unionism’s 
broader societal reach beyond the workplace.  
The issues and challenges facing NIPSA Youth are not unique 
to young people but impact on all our members, their families 
and their communities.  Continued links with the wider 
NIPSA family have reminded NIPSA Youth that we must pool 
our resources and stand together in the face of continued 
attacks on our terms and conditions, our pensions and our 
public services.  Now is the time to speak with one voice.  In 
a society that all too often encourages competition between 
the generations, and with a Government only too willing to 
exploit this by pitting different groups against each other for 
allegedly limited resources, NIPSA Youth wants to emphasise 
the importance and mutual advantage of cross-generational 
learning.  Our experience and stories can inspire and educate 
each other.  Don’t believe the narrative that it’s old versus 
young.  NIPSA Youth advocates cooperation between the 
generations, not competition.  
It is our responsibility to carry on the fight and retain the 
hard-won rights gained by those who went before us.  

carrying on
the f ight

Pictured:  Gráinne McGinley (NIPSA Youth), Tony Cluskey (Retired Members 
Group), Dáire Toner (NIPSA LGBT Group)
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creativity and 
co-operatives

produced by: 

This year, NIPSA Youth teamed up with the 
Creative Workers Co-operative to design and 
produce a video to accompany our Youth 
Charter.  Collaborating with this company 
gave NIPSA Youth an exciting and challenging 
opportunity to be involved in every stage of 
the project, from its concept and script right 
through to the final production stage. Talented, 
innovative and imaginative, the team at the 
Creative Workers Co-operative was the perfect 
match for NIPSA Youth, sharing our ethos and 
goals and giving us an insight into the new 
wave of co-operatives springing up across 
Belfast.  The video carries a simple but powerful 
message about the power of collectivism and 
the important role that trade unions play in 
society.  Using a range of techniques, including 
RSA Animate, crafts and collage, the video is 
eye-catching and memorable.  In the age of 

social media, our aim was to communicate 
with our existing networks and grow our 
audience and supporters by highlighting in a 
unique and dynamic way the work and value 
of NIPSA Youth and the wider trade union 
movement. You can view the final video on 
the new-look NIPSA Youth website at www.
nipsayouth.co.uk. 

And don’t forget to look out for the arms on 
the paper people – NIPSA Youth’s very own 
Lisa Hoy and Danny Lowry made them with 
love and care! 

For more information about the Creative 
Workers Co-operative, be sure to visit their 
website where you can view examples of 
their previous work and find out how to get in 
touch.  www.creativeworkerscooperative.com



review of 2014 

NIPSA Youth’s Ryan Wilson performs with 
The Red Star Samba Band (with Karen 
Burch and Steven Harvey)

ICTU Conference (Back: Gráinne McGinley, Danny Lowry, Steven 
Harvey, Mike Hamilton, Kris Bailie, Tiarnán Millar; Front: Sharon 
Clarke, Karen Burch, Alex Parke) 

Anti-racism protest at BBC House.  (Danny 
Lowry, Steven Harvey, Ryan Wilson)

NIPSA Youth’s Tiarnán Millar and Michael Dobbin

Pension reform protest at Stormont. (Jonny McNeice, Sharon 
Clarke, Kris Bailie, Ryan Wilson, Danny Lowry, Gráinne McGinley, 
Dáire Toner)



review of 2014 

NIPSA Youth’s Ryan Wilson and Jonny Redpath

NIPSA Conference:  (Gráinne McGinley, Ryan Wilson, Lisa Hoy, Kris Bailie) NIPSA Youth’s Mike Hamilton and Dáire Toner

Lisa Hoy and Gráinne McGinley present 
Union Taxis Cooperative with a cheque for 
£100 from NIPSA Youth. 

NIPSA Youth’s mascot plays his part in the Save Exploris campaign



At this year’s NIPSA Conference in Newcastle, 
delegates had a sneak preview of the NIPSA Youth 
Charter and its accompanying video. Well received 
by members and General Council, the work on the 
Youth Charter culminated in its official launch at 
the Belfast Unemployed Resource Centre in August. 
The event marked the end of the hard work and 
research that went into creating the Charter and, 
more importantly, the first step in NIPSA Youth’s fight 
to achieve the demands laid out in the Charter.  The 
Charter and the video 
serve as NIPSA Youth’s 
mission statement and 
as a recruitment tool. At 
the launch, NIPSA Youth 
Chairperson, Gráinne 
McGinley, explained 
that the next step is to 
take the Charter to the 
members.  

“We want to make sure 
that the video and 
the Charter are seen 
in every branch, on 
every training course 
and by every potential 
member.”  

The Charter is designed to be at the basis of all NIPSA 
Youth strategies and actions. For that reason, it is not 
campaign specific.  Rather, it focuses on the wider, 
more fundamental inequalities that underpin every 
cut, every closure and every constraint that young 
people face. The principles embodied in the charter 
will underpin every campaign.  Gráinne explained 
that:  

“As trade unionists, we often describe our role 
using the well-known phrase:  to educate, agitate 
and organise.  You’ll notice those words at the end 
of our video. We in NIPSA Youth are firm advocates 
of the need to empower members and activists by 
arming them with information and evidence-based 

arguments. Those who would seek to diminish the 
power of the trade unions and reduce opportunities 
for young people certainly have plenty of convenient 
facts and figures to distract us with. NIPSA Youth want 
to ensure that we know the counter arguments – to 
educate – so that we can then more effectively agitate 
and organise.  For any campaign to be successful, we 
cannot be merely passive and reactive. We must offer 
viable and sustainable alternatives and therefore we 
must invest in research and ideas.” 

To kick-start that research 
and generate debate, 
NIPSA Youth invited guest 
speakers Paul MacFlynn 
from the Nevin Economic 
Research Institute and Liz 
Nelson Gorman from the 
Belfast Feminist Network. 

Arguably one of the 
most pressing demands 
in the Charter is the call 
for a living wage as a 
basic minimum and for 
genuine and sustainable 
employment opportunities 

for young people.  
Paul MacFlynn laid out the statistics and facts behind 
the headline youth unemployment figures. He talked 
about the scarring effect of youth unemployment 
and its long-term impact on mental health and future 
earning potential. Paul made recommendations for a 
youth guarantee scheme instead of the plethora of 
yet more schemes that tackle only superficial cyclical 
unemployment rather than addressing structural 
unemployment.  Paul tackled the reasons that ours 
has become the emigration generation and posed 
the question that perhaps the accepted terminology, 
such as NEETs, is itself problematic and serves only to 
mask and sanitise the true nature and pervasiveness 
of youth unemployment, a global category that 
needs urgent attention.   

launches

youth charter

The panel: Gráinne McGinley, Paul MacFlynn, Liz Nelson Gorman 



youth charter
Liz Nelson Gorman talked about cuts 
as a feminist issue.  Young women are 
one of the groups that will be most 
impacted upon by welfare reform, 
cuts to services, healthcare and 
childcare provision, public-sector 
job losses and so-called austerity 
measures. Liz painted a picture of 
the struggles of work and home in 
the age of austerity.  Her provocative 
presentation highlighted the often 
overlooked fact that the neo-liberal 
welfare state is dependent on the 
exploitation of unwaged female 
labour.  Liz explained how cuts 
and the privatisations of public 
services drive the labour of social 
reproduction back into the home 
where it is traditionally seen as 
“women’s work”. Women are 
being pulled in two directions, 
with benefit cuts, falling wages 
and the pressure to return to 
work forcing some into the 
marketplace, while others are 
forced back into the home 
through job losses and 
unemployment. Crucially, 
Liz warned, the lack of 
socially provided care, the 
diminishing availability 
of well-paid work and an 
increase in responsibility for 
unpaid care work can push 
women into situations of 
exploitation and violence. 
In concluding, Liz argued 
that the failure to 
acknowledge the feminist 
economy, not just among 
policymakers but also 
lobbyists, activists and 
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those who would seek to impact change, is a 
huge blind spot that must be addressed.  

Following a question and answer session, 
Gráinne explained how people can sign up to 
the NIPSA Youth Charter online to show their 
support for its principles. Signing up to the 
Charter is just one of the ways that NIPSA Youth 
can work towards achieving its goal of building 
links with other trade unions, organisations and 
activists. The Charter is hosted on the new-look 
NIPSA Youth website, where you simply follow 
the link to the sign-up page.  As part of the 
launch event, Danny Lowry − resident IT expert 
and the driving force behind the site − gave 
the audience a tour of the revamped website, 
highlighting links to the Charter itself, as well 
as to NIPSA Youth’s publications, photos and 
videos.  

The website is where you can join NIPSA Youth, 
find out how NIPSA can help young workers, find 
links to our Facebook and Twitter pages, find out 
about upcoming meetings, and sign up to the 
Youth Charter.  

NIPSA Youth would like to thank everyone who 
attended the launch event.  It was great to have 
such strong support from NIPSA General Council, 
NIPSA President Padraig Mulholland, NIPSA  
General Secretary Brian Campfield, and 
NIPSA researcher John McVey, as well as local 
councillor Gerry Carroll.  Special thanks goes to 
NIPSA Assistant Secretary Geraldine Alexander 
for all her help and support over the year in 
the creation of the Charter.  NIPSA Youth look 
forward to continuing and developing our working relationship with all who were in attendance and 
many others as we put into action the ambitions and demands in the Youth Charter.   

Youth Charter launch (Gráinne McGinley, Geraldine ALexander, 
Lisa Hoy)
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In 2014, NIPSA were proud to be communication 
partners with Concern Worldwide in promoting 
its Hunger Stops Here campaign. 

NIPSA Youth were delighted to welcome Olivia 
Hummel from Concern, who told us about its 
work and ambitions in helping to end global 
hunger.  Hunger affects everything for the 
world’s poorest people and Concern is working 
for a world where no one dies for want of safe, 
nutritious food. Its approach focuses on practical, 
intelligent solutions that save lives and build 
livelihoods.  For more than 40 years, Concern 
has worked in partnership with communities, 
combining its expertise with local knowledge. 
Such an approach enables families to tackle 
hunger and become better prepared for future 
crises.  

NIPSA Youth were delighted to play our part by 
promoting the campaign online and entering a 
team in a fundraising quiz in Belfast.  And although 
we didn’t win the quiz, we did contribute to the 
total of £1,407,070 that the Hunger Stops Here 
campaign raised.  

Thanks to the UK Government’s Aid Match 
scheme, this amount was doubled, taking 
the total to £2,814,140. Funds raised from the 
appeal will go to programmes tackling hunger 
and malnutrition in some of the world’s poorest 
and most marginalised communities helping 
thousands of the world’s poorest people escape 
the trap of hunger. The funds matched by the 
UK Government will specifically go towards 
Concern’s Realigning Agriculture to Improve 
Nutrition (RAIN) project in Zambia, which is 
tacking the causes of child and maternal under-
nutrition through a combination of nutrition 
and health training together with agricultural 
support.

“We are very grateful that the UK public has once 
again shown their generosity by supporting 
Concern’s ‘Hunger Stops Here’ appeal. With the 
UK government matching the donations every 
contribution will help tackle hunger for more of 
the world’s poorest children.”  

Rose Caldwell,  
Executive Director of Concern Worldwide UK



summer

In 2014, NIPSA Youth were pleased to have 
the opportunity to share ideas and exchange 
knowledge with Freedom Acts on the issue 
of human trafficking and the wider themes of 
communication with young people, activism 
and organising. Full Blast invited Anita Firth 
from the project to give us an overview of its 
aims and its work last year. To get involved and 
keep up to date with the great work of Freedom 
Acts, don’t forget to Like its page on Facebook 
and visit the website:  www.freedomacts.co.uk

“Freedom Acts is part of the Community 
Intercultural Programme working to educate 
young people and the wider community 
about human trafficking and exploitation. We 
do this by delivering programmes in schools 
and youth provisions, as well as training and 
informing key professionals.  We work with 
young people through summer schemes, 
workshops and events, talking about what 
exploitation looks like here in Northern Ireland 
and around the world.

On 18 October, to mark EU Anti-Trafficking 
Day, we delivered a three-day interactive, 
multi-sensory exhibition in partnership 
with Banbridge Policing 
and Community Safety 
Partnership. We also 
launched  our latest video, 
‘Everyday Activism’, to inspire 
people.  We can all be activists 
against human trafficking 
in our everyday lives by 
making the right choices and 
speaking out. Every small act 
joins together and makes a big 
impact.

In 2014, we were invited to 
facilitate a multi-school workshop 
hosted by Omagh High School 
to raise awareness about human 
trafficking. Over 150 students from 
six local schools came together 

to learn about how to spot the signs of 
trafficking, discuss what exploitation can look 
like in the products that we buy, and consider 
our responsibility as consumers. The students 
signed petition cards calling for chocolate 
companies to stop using child slaves in their 
cocoa production in countries like the Ivory 
Coast. 

In December, we partnered with  Craigavon 
Policing and Community Safety Partnership to 
deliver workshops on Child Sexual Exploitation 
(CSE) to coincide with the  Safeguarding 
Board NI’s ‘Safer to Know’ campaign. The 
workshops focused on training key staff how 
to recognise the signs of CSE and how to be 
the eyes and ears of the community. Staff 
members from various sectors, including 
youth and community, hospitality and leisure, 
and transport and education, were invited to 
attend the workshops.  

After enjoying winding down for Christmas, 
Freedom Acts are looking forward to a busy 
2015.”

freedom
acts 



winter

working
without a net

Youth unemployment is inextricably linked to the 
erosion of social security.  Effectively, young people 
today are being forced to make choices about their 
education, work, family, housing and financial security 
without a safety net.  How can young people be 
empowered when they have no money and feel that 
they have no voice? 

“Young people in the workplace” is one of the key pillars 
of the NIPSA Youth Charter.  We demand that young 
people are paid a living wage as a basic minimum; 
that young people are treated with respect, free from 
bullying, harassment and discrimination; we oppose 
the use of zero-hours contracts; we recognise the right 
of young people to be a member of a trade union; and 
we demand genuine and sustainable employment 
opportunities for young people.  

In 2015, NIPSA Youth are working in conjunction with 
NIPSA’s research unit and the Nevin Economic Research 
Institute on a brief research publication, focusing on 
issues relating to youth unemployment.  It is planned 
that this research will tie in with our existing NIPSA 
Youth Charter.  It will elaborate on the current schemes 
in existence, explore the established link between youth 
unemployment and mental illness, and outline what we 
believe the trade union movement, the Government 
and employers should be doing to tackle this problem.  

Young people are just one part of the austerity war 
and youth unemployment is just one pressure point 
among a more general societal insecurity.  The chains 
that enslave all workers are still there.  The political class 
should be ashamed of itself.  Why do the Assembly and 
Executive think that it’s acceptable to have such low 
ambitions for young people in Northern Ireland?  It’s 
not.  NIPSA Youth firmly believe that the current youth 
unemployment schemes and the statistics claiming to 
support their success are no more than propaganda 
and therefore not good enough.  The Government 
response so far has been wholly inadequate and even 
trade unions have not been shouting loudly enough on 
this one.  It’s time for a holistic response that tackles the 
root of youth unemployment and includes trade unions, 
Government, employers, wider society and, crucially, 
young people themselves.  



join
nipsa
youth

sign up online at www.nipsayouth.co.uk
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1. Grace Petrie 
Farewell to Welfare

2. Bronski Beat 
Smalltown Boy

3. Ian Brown  
(feat. Sinéad O’Connor) 
Illegal Attacks

4. Rage Against The 
Machine 
Bullet In The Head

5. Bob Dylan 
Masters of War

6. Billie Holiday 
Strange Fruit

7. Junip 
The Ghost of Tom Joad

8. Gil Scott-Heron 
The Revolution Will Not Be 
Televised

9. The Proclaimers 
Cap In Hand

10. P.O.D. 
Youth Of The Nation

11. Christy Moore 
Viva la Quince Brigada

12. Bob Marley & The Wailers 
Get Up, Stand Up

13. Joan Baez 
We Shall Overcome

14. The Nightwatchman 
Union Song

15. Stiff Little Fingers 
Suspect Device

16. Tracy Chapman 
Talkin’ ‘bout A Revolution

17. The Specials 
Ghost Town

18. Bright Eyes 
When The President Talks To God

19. Link Wray & His Ray Men 
Rumble

20. John Lennon 
Imagine

21. Plastic Ono Band 
Happy Xmas (War Is Over)
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